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4 Analysis of the model
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Proposition 1 The stationary states with   ̸    of the system (4)-(5) are:
1) The pure population states              ,      ,      ,      , where only
one strategy is played in each population.
2) The intersection points (when existing), with           , between the
edges         and the straight line        2     ; the intersection points
(when existing), with           , between the edges         and the straight
line             .
3) The intersection point (when existing), with           and          ,
between the straight lines        2      and        1     ; the intersection
point (when existing), with           and          , between the straight lines
             and             .9
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Proposition 2 According to the Jacobian matrix (6), we have that:
1) The pure population stationary state               is always a sink.
2) The pure population stationary state               is a saddle point or a
sink; in particular, it is a sink if        2     P    NP     2    .
9            F x;y;2          F x;y;                          
10                                      x   Q 
  3) The remaining stationary states of the system (4)-(5) are saddle points
or sources.
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Proposition 3 Under the assumptions  1    6,  T1         T2      and
 F1         F2       always hold.
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4.1 Numerical simulations
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